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DeployNow is the easiest and most secure way to run the
popular open source Argo CD deployment tool along with
ArgoEvents, ArgoWorkflow andOopen Policy Agent

Fully managed ArgoCD in
any cloud, region or as
Private SaaS

Managing complex deployment at scale is difficult. It takes a
large team to manage the tools, monitor and deploy releases.
With DeployNow, the deployment orchestration with ArgoCD,
ArgoEvents, ArgoWorkflow and quality gates based on Open
Policy Agent is available at the click of a button.

Choose to run DeployNow as Private SaaS in your own cloud
or in any public cloud or region. Managed ArgoCD by
OpsVerse will get you up and running within minutes.
 

WHY DEPLOYNOW

GitOps for Kubernetes in
minutes with fully
managed ArgoCD

Blue-green deployments,
canary deployments

RBAC and SSO support

An enterprise-grade deployment
orchestration solution

MODERN DEPLOYMENT

Managed ArgoCD supports advanced deployment strategies
like blue-green and canary deployments out-of-the-box

QUALITY GATES AND WORKFLOWS

Introduce quality gates, and manual and policy-based workflows
with Open Policy Agents and Argo Workflows. DeployNow
includes highly customizable policies and workflows out of the
box to give you a head start

INTELLIGENT ROLLOUT

Intelligent rollout support ensures progressive and automated
deployment

Easiest and most advanced way to adopt
GitOps for Kubernetes with modern roll
out strategies. Utilize ArgoEvents and
ArgoWorkflows for greater control and
granularity over complex deployments
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MULTIPLE DEPLOYMENT TARGETS

Deploy to multiple deployment targets (EKS, ECS, VMs,
Serverless etc) with single set of tools
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Choose to run OpsVerse tools in our cloud
with absolutely no resources required
from you. Moreover choose from any
public cloud in any region to meet your
requirements

ANY CLOUD, ANY REGIONPRIVATE SAAS

With Private SaaS, you can rest assured
that your valuable data remains within
your secure infrastructure, maintaining
the highest level of compliance

READY IN 5 MINUTES

OpsVerse's control plane enables
deployment of enterprise grade tools
within 5 minutes to any cloud of your
choice 

ENTERPRISE SUPPORT

Receive enterprise grade support with
OpsVerse  from DevOps experts at
OpsVerse

SIMPLE PRICING

Simple and predictable pricing that
includes all the features the product
has to offer. No surprises when you
grow. Get maximum value for every
dollar spent

Run your DevOps tools with significantly
low TCO. Optimize data with data
compression and data filtering. Run with no
dedicated resources

REDUCE TCO

Enables engineers to quickly adapt with a minimal learning curve by utilizing familiar tools and
query languages, while safeguarding your investment against future vendor lock-ins

OPEN CORE

Private SaaS by OpsVerse is a variation of SaaS where the provider runs the software
within the customer’s network but takes the responsibility for managing and securing
it. The provider’s Private-SaaS framework takes care of reliability, availability, upgrades
and Day 2 operations. The private SaaS mode splits the control plane and the data
plane, allowing customer data to remain within their network. 

Goodness of SaaS within your private cloud

Private SaaS by 
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